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Smith & Wesson® Releases Upgraded M&P®9 M2.0™
New Feature-Rich Enhancements on the Reliable and Proven platform
SPRINGFIELD, Mass., (November 23, 2021) – Smith & Wesson Brands, Inc. (NASDAQ Global Select:
SWBI), a leader in firearm manufacturing and design, today launched the latest expansion in its M&P M2.0 line
of handguns, introducing the newly enhanced M&P9 M2.0 Compact and the full-sized M&P M2.0.
Listening to feedback from consumers, our newest models come standard with a new trigger, optics ready cut
slide, and a price point that maximizes the value and savings to our customers. By utilizing our C.O.R.E.™
system of mounting plates, the end-user can mount a variety of popular optics. Also included in this upgrade is
our new M2.0 flat face trigger. This new design optimizes trigger finger positioning and delivers consistency for
more accurate shot placement.
John Myles, Smith & Wesson’s Senior Product Manager, said, “The diversity of the C.O.R.E. system for
mounting electronic sights, the consistency of the new flat face trigger, and all of the high quality existing
features of the M2.0 family combine into a unique shooting experience and a variety of aftermarket consumer
choices for use at the range or for personal carry.”
These new handguns are purpose-built with the end consumer in mind. They include M2.0 features and are
available with or without an ambidextrous manual thumb safety. The M&P9 M2.0 comes with the familiar 18degree grip angle, four interchangeable palmswell grip inserts, and enhanced grip texture to help manage recoil.

The MSRP on the M&P9 M2.0 pistol is $654.00 to $665.00.
To learn more about the Smith & Wesson M&P9 M2.0 pistol series, including spec sheets and images, please
click here.
To stay up to date on all of the latest news and events, be sure to follow Smith & Wesson on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and YouTube.
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